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BACKGROUND

As a background to the THS Vision lies the organisations mission,
which describes why the organisation exists, and also its values,
which describes what is important for the organisation.

THS Mission
THS Mission is defined in the organisations Charter
§1.2 Purpose;

Mission
Why we exist
Values
What is important
for us
Vision
Where we want to be /
where we are going
Strategy
The road towards the vision
Operational plan
What we should focus on this year

THS has a prime purpose to watch and contribute in the development of the education and the
conditions for studies at the Royal Institute of Technology. THS should act for good cohesion and
companionship between students at the Royal Institute of Technology.

THS Core Values
THS operations are guided by a set of core values. These words represent our core values and is
defined with the intention to be used as a tool for both strategic and operational work.
Identity:

Fellowship and pride. We together create the student union at KTH, with an
explicit pride for our university and who we are.

Aspiration:

Progress through ambition. We always strive to do better, as individuals and as an
organisation, through high standards for ourselves and in our work for
improvements.

Procedure:

Joy in participation. We build our operations on the activities and platforms we
create for each other. This work must be joyful and attractive.

Purpose
The purpose with THS Vision is to describe what the organisation should strive for. The document
is meant to serve as guidance in the development of both long term and short term strategies for
the organisation.

Objective
The objective of THS Vision is to create continuity and long-term development for the
organisation that is not limited by the short-term electoral cycles.

History
THS Vision in Swedish approved by the Student Union Council 2013-09-26.
Revision and translation approved by the Student Union Council 2016-05-12 by decision 1516-KF08020.
Translation revised by the Student Union Council 2016-11-17 by decision 1516-KF-03012
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THS VISION

THS Vision is built like a house, with an overall vision as its roof. THS Vision is the broken down
into four pillars that symbolize the different work areas and more specific visions, while the
foundation stands for the stable base which all other operations rest on.
The overall vision is: "THS gives all students 1 a meaningful study time, leisure time and future."

1

Students include undergraduate, postgraduate and PhD Students.
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Foundation
THS operation rest upon a strong organisation.
THS is a thriving organisation, both structurally and economically. It is clear for all students at
KTH what THS is and does. All students feel a strong affiliation to the university and the student
union. THS safeguards good democracy, represents all students’ interests and is imbued by diversity
and equality.

Future
All students get their dream employment.
THS creates possibilities for all students at KTH to get the employment they want when done with
their studies. Students gets the possibility to meet potential employers already during their time of
study, and students know what they would like to do when they have finished their studies.

Education
All students should feel that their education is relevant during and after their
time of study.
THS enable all students at KTH to have a qualitative learning environment and education. Course
structures, pedagogics and learning environments act together to shape Sweden’s best engineers and
architects.

Student welfare - leisure time
All students have the opportunity to participate in meaningful and stimulating
leisure activities.
THS has a diverse range of associations and activities. All students feel fellowship and have a place
to be during their free time.

Student welfare - study time
All students have a study time free of trouble
THS enables students at KTH to fully focus on their studies. Everyday necessities such as housing,
food, health and course literature should not concern students or take focus from the studies.
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